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Coco‘Nut’ Funnies
Clean Words that Sound Dirty
The English language is loaded with dirty words and it is
also loaded with clean words that sound dirty. If you have a
dirty mind you may enjoy these words...
Philatelist: This word sounds like it represents a person who
enjoys giving oral sex, but actually a philatelist is a stamp
collector. Now if you happened to be a stamp collector who also
enjoys performing plural sex, you would be one popular nerd.
Cunning Linguist: A cunning linguist is a person who is a
shrewd speaker of multiple languages. This is not to be
confused with a person who is a shrewd giver of multiple
organisms.
Angina: A condition characterized by suffocating, painful
spasms (such as a heart attack) is known as angina. So
remember, if the doctor tells you that your wife has "acute
angina," he is not talking about her hoo-hoo; he is simply
warning you about a serious medical condition.
Masticate: When we eat, we masticate, or chew. If someone calls
you an "excessive masticator," it means you eat too much. It
doesn't mean he's been peeking in your bedroom window.
Thespian: A thespian is an actor, not a chick who digs chicks;
unless, of course, that actor is Jody Foster, who also happens
to be a chick who digs chicks.
Volvo: A warning to all men: It is important to know that if
a woman offers to give you a ride in her Volvo, she is talking
about her car! A mistake like that could get you five-to-ten.
Uranus: One of the planets that revolve around the sun is
called Uranus, which is not the same thing as that area of your
body where the sun don't shine.
Rectify: You may think that rectify is a word that relates to
that area down under, but it isn't. It means to fix or correct,
as in: "Fernando's hemorrhoids became so inflamed that he had
to have surgery in that area down under in order to rectify the
situation."
Cumquat: A cumquat is a fruit that resembles a small orange.
It is not something to do when you squat.
Ramrod: A ramrod is also referred to as a "packing stick" which
was used with muzzle-loading weapons to push the bullet up
against the gunpowder in the 19th century. Unfortunately it is
not a well endowed energetic man. If it was there would be more
women living on Ramrod Key.

What To Do At The Funeral Of
Someone You Dislike

• Tell the widow you’re sure you saw him move.
• Go to the funeral dressed as the deceased, and call the widow a
fraud.
• Bring a dog to the funeral and have him play dead.
• Sign the deceased’s name in the guest register.
• Bring a shovel to the church.
• Ask the widow if you think it would do any good to shake him.
• Put waxed lips on the body.
• Ask the widow how long she’s been sure he’s dead.
• Tell the widow a lot of his favorite TV shows were cancelled
anyway.
• Put a bumper sticker on the hearse that says, “I’d rather be
breathing!”
• Ask the widow how long it will be before she starts dating.
• Tell the deceased’s mother that you never expected them to go
in this order.
• Hide behind the casket and talk to the mourners as they kneel
in front of the body.
• Send the widow a singing telegram from the deceased.
• Ask the widow if you can take a finger.
• Tell the widow in a loud stage whisper, “I’ll bet this is costing
you a pretty penny.”
• Tell the widow that the body doesn’t look comfortable.
• Ask the widow if she’s aware of any job openings.
• Tell the widow you think he’d look better on his side.
• Tell the widow you suspect foul play.
• Entertain the guests with a hand-puppet replica of the
deceased.
• Put a lit cigarette in the deceased’s mouth.
• Put a pair of shoes under the coffin.
• Wear a “Grateful Dead” t-shirt to the wake.

Ending a Friendship
a screen door in a hurricane.
Soon you notice that people
around you are beginning to
treat you disrespectfully.
It could be that this
person is always sloppy drunk.
You know that your standards
are different but do others?
People will naturally associate
you with who you are with.
...Continued from page 20

The Addict
Drugs, alcohol, gambling, sex whatever the addiction, the
addict will eventually take so
much that it’s just not worth
being friends anymore. You
can only be expected to
support the addict for so long.
Nothing is more important to
an addict than their drug of
choice.

The User
This person tends to always be
friends with people who have
something they need or like to
use – a car, video games, a
couch to sleep on, movies,
food, etc. The test of this
friendship is to start saying
no. If the person still wants to
spend time with you, then they
are there for you. If you start
cutting them off from your
stuff and they start hanging
out less this could be a good
sign they are just using you.

The Abuser
Friends should support,
encourage, and love you. Yes,
friends can challenge you to
be a better person or make
changes in your life, but this
can be done in a loving and
supportive way. The abuser
tends to put you down, hurt
you, and keep you down. The
abusive friend will somehow
convince you that you need
them, despite how much they
hurt you. It will be incredibly
difficult to cut this friend
from your life, as they will
make it an effort to make
your life miserable in the
process. In the end, you’ll
realize how much better you
are without the abuser in your
life.
This list is not intended to
tell you when to end
friendships. Instead, use this
list as a starting point for
evaluating questionable
friendships in your life. If
your friends tend to take
more than they give, don’t be
afraid to confront them about
your concerns. Friends should
be able to have open two-way
communication. If things don’t
start to change consider the
benefits of cutting that
friend out of your life and
moving on.

